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Abstract

Performance analysis is widely used to identify performance issues of parallel applications. However, complex communications and data dependence, as well as the interactions between different kinds of performance issues make high-efficiency performance analysis even harder. Although a large number of performance tools have been designed, accurately pinpointing root causes for such complex performance issues still needs specific in-depth analysis. To implement each such analysis, significant human efforts and domain knowledge are normally required.

To reduce the burden of implementing accurate performance analysis, we propose a domain specific programming framework, named PerFlow. PerFlow abstracts the step-by-step process of performance analysis as a dataflow graph. This dataflow graph consists of main performance analysis sub-tasks, called passes, which can either be provided by PerFlow’s built-in analysis library, or be implemented by developers to meet their requirements. Moreover, to achieve effective analysis, we propose a Program Abstraction Graph to represent the performance of a program execution and then leverage various graph algorithms to automate the analysis. We demonstrate the efficacy of PerFlow by three case studies of real-world applications with up to 700K lines of code. Results show that PerFlow significantly eases the implementation of customized analysis tasks. In addition, PerFlow is able to perform analysis and locate performance bugs automatically and effectively.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Domain specific languages; Software performance; • Theory of computation → Program analysis.

1 Introduction

Performance analysis is indispensable for understanding and optimizing applications and is widely used in different fields including scientific computing [10, 47, 51, 67], machine learning [37, 46, 70], and data processing [11, 28]. Due to the complexity of load imbalance, communication dependence, resource contention, etc. [18, 36, 50], significant human efforts and knowledge need to be involved in effective analysis currently. It is challenging to understand the performance behavior of parallel applications with ease.

A large number of performance tools have been proposed to facilitate performance analysis based on either profiling or tracing. Profiling-based tools [8, 59, 62] record program snapshots at regular intervals, indicating the overall statistical performance data of programs, with very low overhead. Tracing-based tools [4, 31, 44, 48, 56] record all event traces during program execution, which contain plentiful information, including computation, memory access, and communication characteristics. These tools provide various performance data, which are the basis of performance analysis. However, to locate the underlying performance bugs hidden by complex performance data and communication dependence, in-depth analysis is further required.

Researchers have proposed many in-depth performance analysis approaches to locate different kinds of performance bugs in different scenarios, such as critical path analysis [19, 20, 54], root cause analysis [18, 41], etc. Existing approaches only focus on a specific aspect of the performance issue of parallel programs. However, a performance issue for a complex parallel program may involve multiple factors interleaved in a complex way. (1) Complex communications, locks, and data dependence unpredictably hide performance bugs. (2) Different performance bugs interact with each other, which means that the detected performance bugs may come from several kinds of performance issues, including load imbalance, resource contention, etc. Identifying root causes in a new scenario requires specific in-depth analysis approaches, and implementing specific approaches normally
requires significant human efforts and domain knowledge. Therefore, we conclude that an easy-to-use framework for easing the implementation of in-depth performance analysis is necessary.

Designing a general framework for effective performance analysis has two key challenges. (1) Providing a unified form to express different performance analysis tasks is difficult. To meet the needs of various scenarios, the algorithms of constraint-solving-based analysis approaches are designed specifically and differ greatly. We observe that a typical performance analysis approach is a step-by-step process, meaning that each step only performs a basic analysis, and the results from one step are further processed by the next step. Inspired by this observation, we come up with the idea of abstracting performance analysis tasks as a general dataflow graph. The vertex of the dataflow graph corresponds to a step, while the data on the edge of the dataflow graph record intermediate results between steps. (2) Providing a unified form to represent the performance of a program is difficult, since analysis approaches rely on significantly different programs and performance data, including performance monitor unit data, program structure, communication patterns, data dependence, and many more. Many existing works utilize graphs to represent program behavior and design task-driven methods to solve their problems including program debugging [12, 22], performance modeling [17], and communication trace compression [69], etc. [41, 64, 73]. Inspired by these works, we represent the performance of a program as a graph structure.

In this work, we focus on the domain of performance analysis, and propose PerFlow, a domain specific framework to ease the implementation of in-depth performance analysis tasks. In PerFlow, we abstract the step-by-step process of performance analysis as a dataflow graph [25], called PerFlowGraph, where the analysis steps, called_passes, correspond to vertices, and the intermediate results of each analysis step correspond to the data on edges. We leverage hybrid static-dynamic analysis to generate a Program Abstraction Graph (PAG) as a unified form to represent the performance of a parallel program, and then implement tasks of analysis steps with graph operations and algorithms on the generated PAG. We provide a built-in analysis pass library containing several basic performance analysis sub-tasks, and low-level APIs to build user-defined passes. With PerFlow, developers only need to describe their specific performance analysis tasks as PerFlowGraphs. PerFlow is able to automatically perform specific in-depth analysis tasks and report results specified by developers. In summary, there are four main contributions in our work.

- We propose PerFlow\(^1\), a domain specific framework for performance analysis. PerFlow provides a dataflow-based programming interface for developers to customize specific performance analysis tasks with ease.
- We present a Program Abstraction Graph, which is a unified performance representation of parallel programs.
- We provide a performance analysis pass library and some built-in performance analysis paradigms. Developers can directly use passes and paradigms to perform analysis.
- We demonstrate the efficacy and efficiency of PerFlow by three case studies on real-world applications with up to 700K lines of code, leveraging different PerFlow dataflow graphs to detect performance bugs in different scenarios.

We evaluate PerFlow with both benchmarks and real-world applications. Experimental results show that PerFlow can detect scalability bugs, load imbalance, and resource contention with different PerFlow dataflow graphs more effectively and efficiently compared with mpiP [62], HPC-Toolkit [8], and Scalasca [31]. Besides, PerFlow significantly eases the implementation of the scalability analysis task in ScalAna [41]. Applications can achieve up to 25.29× performance improvements by fixing detected performance bugs.

### 2 Overview

To help developers deal with the complexities in implementing specific performance analysis tasks, we develop PerFlow, a domain specific programming framework that screens developers from all complexities and automatically performs the process of specific performance analysis. In PerFlow, the step-by-step process of performance analysis is abstracted as a dataflow graph, namely PerFlowGraph. Using PerFlow, developers only need to describe performance analysis tasks as PerFlowGraphs, and PerFlow will run the program and perform performance analysis automatically. In this section, we introduce the PerFlow framework, and give an example to illustrate how to program with PerFlow.

#### 2.1 PerFlow Framework

The overview of PerFlow is shown in Figure 1, which consists of two components: a graph-based performance abstraction and a PerFlow programming abstraction.

---

\(^1\)PerFlow is available at: [https://github.com/thu-pacman/PerFlow](https://github.com/thu-pacman/PerFlow)
**Graph-based performance abstraction.** In this component, the performance of a program execution is represented as a Program Abstraction Graph, whose vertices represent code snippets and edges represent control flow, data movement, and dependence (Section 3). Taking an executable binary as input, PerFlow first leverages hybrid static-dynamic analysis (Section 3.2) to extract program structures and collect performance data. Then performance data are embedded into the program structure to build a PAG, describing the performance of a program run (Section 3.3).

**PerFlow programming abstraction.** This component abstracts the process of performance analysis as a data-flow graph. PerFlow programming abstraction consists of two concepts, performance analysis passes, and dataflow-based programming model. As the core of programming abstraction, the performance analysis pass library provides various built-in passes (Section 4.3.2), which are built with low-level APIs based on the performance abstraction. The passes perform graph algorithms, such as breadth-first search, subgraph matching, etc., on the PAGs and complete basic analysis sub-tasks. Intermediate results, which are the inputs/outputs of passes, are organized as sets. The elements of a set are PAG vertices and edges. A pass takes sets as input, updates the sets, and outputs them. (Note that a PAG is an environment of all passes in a PerFlowGraph, and a set is a subset of PAG vertices flowing along the edges of a PerFlowGraph.)

As a programming framework, PerFlow also provides a dataflow-based API (high-level API), allowing users to analyze the performance of parallel programs in different scenarios with ease and high efficiency. Developers only need to combine passes into PerFlowGraph according to the demand of their analysis tasks. Then PerFlow will automatically run the programs and perform the specific performance analysis. PerFlow currently supports MPI, OpenMP, and Pthreads programs in C, C++, and Fortran. The hybrid static-dynamic module is easy to extend to other programming models, such as CUDA, and other architectures, such as ARM. In our design, the PerFlow is a cross-platform framework.

### 2.2 Example: A Communication Analysis Task

We take a communication analysis task, as an example to illustrate how to program with PerFlow. When analyzing the communication performance of a program execution, the balance of communications is one of the key points. If communications are detected with imbalanced behavior, developers need to break them down to determine whether the cause of imbalance is different message sizes, the load imbalance before the communications, or others. We conclude the step-by-step process of this communication analysis task as a PerFlowGraph in Figure 2. It reports key attributes (including function name, communication patterns, debug info, and execution time) of detected communication calls with performance bugs. The report module provides both human-readable texts and visualized graphs. Listing 1 shows the implementation of the PerFlowGraph with PerFlow’s high-level Python APIs.

**Figure 2.** A communication analysis task represented as a dataflow graph (PerFlowGraph)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>Hotspot detection</th>
<th>Imbalance analysis</th>
<th>Breakdown analysis</th>
<th>Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>pflow = PerFlow()</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td># Run the binary and return a program abstraction graph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>pag = pflow.run(bin = &quot;.a.out&quot;, cnd = &quot;mpirun -np 4 ./a.out&quot;)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td># Build a PerFlowGraph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>V_comm = pflow.filter(pag.V, name = &quot;MPI_*&quot;)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>V_hot = pflow.hotspot_detection(V_comm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>V_imb = pflow.imbalance_analysis(V_hot)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>V_bd = pflow.breakdown_analysis(V_imb)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>attrs = [&quot;name&quot;, &quot;comm-info&quot;, &quot;debug-info&quot;, &quot;time&quot;]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>pflow.report(V_imb, V_bd, attrs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Listing 1.** A communication analysis task written using PerFlow’s Python API

### 3 Graph-Based Performance Abstraction

A program can be naturally represented as a graph. The code snippets of programs correspond to the vertices in the graph, while the relationships between these code snippets, such as control/data flow and dependence across threads/processes, correspond to the edges in the graph. The performance data can be stored as attributes of vertices and edges. In PerFlow, we use a Program Abstraction Graph to represent the performance of a program run. In this section, we first introduce the definition of PAG, and then describe how to leverage hybrid static-dynamic analysis to extract PAG structure and how to embed performance data on a PAG.

#### 3.1 Definition of PAG

A PAG is a (weighted) directed graph $G = (V, E)$. **Vertex**($V$). Each vertex $v \in V$ represents a code snippet or a control structure of a program, whose labels and properties indicate the types of this vertex and the recorded data on it.

1) The *labels* of a vertex include function, call, loop, and instruction. Call vertices are divided into user-defined function calls, communication function calls, external function calls, recursive calls, and indirect calls, etc.

2) The *properties* of a vertex are various performance data, including execution time, performance monitor unit (PMU) data, communication data, the number of function calls, and iteration count, etc., depending on the specific requirement of analysis tasks and the view of the PAG.

**Edge** ($E$). Each edge $e = (v_{\text{src}}, v_{\text{dest}}) \in E$ connects two vertices $v_{\text{src}}$ and $v_{\text{dest}}$, whose labels and properties indicate the types of this edge and the recorded data on this edge.
1) The labels of an edge include inter-procedural, intra-procedural, inter-thread, and inter-process. The intra-procedural edge represents the control flow of functions. The inter-procedural edge represents function call relationships. The inter-thread edge represents data dependence across different threads, such as waiting events caused by locks. The inter-process edge represents communications between different processes, including synchronous point-to-point (P2P) communications, asynchronous P2P communications, and collective communications.

2) The properties of an edge can be the performance data, the execution time of communications, the amount of communication data, as well as the time of waiting events, etc., depending on the types of edges and runtime data.

3.2 Hybrid Static-Dynamic Analysis
Hybrid static-dynamic analysis is leveraged to collect data for PAG generation. Static analysis extracts the main structure of PAG, while the dynamic analysis collects performance data and the required structure that cannot be obtained statically, such as indirect calls, locks, and communications, etc., by monitoring the program at runtime. Static analysis can significantly reduce the runtime overhead of pure dynamic analysis.

Static analysis. PerFlow statically analyzes the binary using Dyninst [66] to extract the static information, including the control flow, static call relationship, and debug information. The static analysis also marks the function calls whose information cannot be obtained at the static phase so that they can be filled in at runtime.

Dynamic analysis. PerFlow provides a built-in runtime data collection module using sampling-based approaches. The collection module collects runtime data that cannot be obtained statically, including the performance monitor unit (PMU) data, communication data, lock information, indirect call relationships, etc.

3.3 Performance Data Embedding
Performance data embedding associates performance data with attributes of the corresponding vertices. We first identify the corresponding vertex through the calling context of each piece of data, and then associate the performance data with these vertices.

```
int main() {
    while (iter--) { // Loop_1
        foo(...);
        pthread_mutex_lock(...);
        sum += local_sum;
        pthread_mutex_unlock(...);
        pthread_join(...);
    }
    printf(...);
}
void foo(...){
    pthread_mutex_lock(..., add, ...);
    for (...) sum += B[i]; // Loop_2
    MPI_Sendrecv(sum, ...);
}
void* add(...) {
    pthread_mutex_lock(...);
    for (...) sum += A[i]; // Loop_3
    pthread_mutex_unlock(...);
}
```

Listing 2. An MPI+Pthreads program example

3.4 Views of PAG
PerFlow provides two views of PAG: a top-down view and a parallel view. We take an example for explanation. Listing 2 shows an MPI + Pthreads program example with three functions (main, foo, and add) (Static analysis is performed on executable binaries, and the example code is only for ease of understanding.).

![Generating the top-down view of PAG](image)

Top-down view of PAG. The top-down view of PAG only contains intra-procedural and inter-procedural edges. Figure 4(a) shows three PAGs of main, foo, and add generated through intra-procedural structure extraction. Figure 4(b) shows a PAG that merges each function’s PAG with inter-procedural edges (only the related vertex for merging marked). Figure 4(c) shows a top-down view of PAG with performance data in each vertex after performance data embedding (only the vertex with performance data marked). The color saturation of vertices represents the severity of hotspots.
Parallel view of PAG. The parallel view of PAG contains all types of edges including intra-procedural, inter-procedural, inter-thread, and inter-process edges. To build a parallel view of PAG, (1) we generate a flow for each process and thread. A flow is the vertex access sequence recorded by pre-order traversal through a specific part of the top-down view of PAG. Figure 5(a) shows the generated flows for all threads. (2) Then we add inter-thread, and inter-process edges, which represent locks, communications, etc., across flows of different processes and threads. (3) We further embed performance data into the PAG. Finally, a parallel view of PAG is formed. Figure 5(b) shows the generated parallel view of PAG.

Figure 5. Parallel view of PAG. The color saturation of vertices represents the severity of hotspots. Only relevant vertices are marked.

4 PerFlow Programming Abstraction

4.1 PerFlowGraph

PerFlow uses a dataflow graph (PerFlowGraph) to represent all analysis steps and phases in a performance analysis task, including the running phase, the analysis sub-tasks, and the result reporting phase, etc. The key observation from existing performance analysis approaches and our experience is that the process of performance analysis is similar to a dataflow graph. Developers analyze profiles and traces step by step and finally identify performance bugs. Thus we design a dataflow-based programming abstraction to represent the process of performance analysis. In the rest of this section, we introduce the elements in a PerFlowGraph, as well as performance analysis passes and paradigms.

4.2 PerFlowGraph Element

In a PerFlowGraph, each vertex represents an analysis sub-task, and each edge represents the input to, or output from, a vertex. We use a performance analysis pass to complete a sub-task in a vertex, and use sets as the data flowing along edges. We introduce the elements of the PerFlowGraph below.

Set. The sets can be sets of PAG vertices V or sets of PAG edges E, or both (V, E). In PerFlow, we model all code snippets and program structures as PAG vertices, and all data/control dependence and data movements as PAG edges (details in Section 3.1). The contents of sets are updated as they flow through vertices of PerFlowGraphs.

Pass. A performance analysis pass takes sets as input. After performing its analysis sub-task, it also outputs sets as the input of the next pass. As shown in Figure 6, the input sets flow through a performance analysis pass, and then output sets are generated and continue flowing. The format of inputs and outputs is determined by the design of passes. Developers can flexibly use and combine passes to build the structure of the PerFlowGraph.

Figure 6. The relationship of sets and performance analysis passes

PerFlow provides high-level APIs and a built-in pass library for PerFlowGraph construction. The built-in pass library provides hotspot detection, differential analysis, critical path identification, imbalance analysis, and breakdown analysis, etc. Besides, PerFlow also provides low-level APIs, which allow developers to write user-defined passes to meet their requirements. We introduce several built-in passes and their implementations using low-level APIs in Section 4.3.2.

4.3 Building Performance Analysis Pass

We introduce the design of low-level API and how to build performance analysis passes with the API below.

4.3.1 Low-level API design. We design three types of APIs: graph operation APIs, graph algorithm APIs, and set operation APIs.

Graph operation APIs provide interfaces for developers to access the attributes of PAG vertex and edge, including name, type, performance data, and debug information, etc., or even to transform the PAG. Here we define the inputs and outputs of a pass, which uses graph operation API, as I and O. It may happen that O ⊆ I (∃ e ∈ O, but e /∈ I), which means graph operations can add new elements to the output.

Graph algorithm APIs provide many graph algorithms, such as breadth-first search, subgraph matching, and community detection, etc. Developers can use these algorithms and combine constraints to achieve specific analysis tasks.

Set operation APIs include element sorting, filtering, classification, as well as computing intersection, union, complement, and difference of sets. Different from graph operations, for a pass that only uses set operations, the outputs must be a subset of the inputs (O ⊆ I). We take the operation filter as an example. It is designed to deliver specific PAG vertices and edges to specific passes. The metric of a filter can be the type, name, and other attributes of vertices and edges. A filter can distinguish communication vertices by matching the name attribute with the string MPI_* and IO vertices by matching the name with the strings istream::read or types of vertices.
4.3.2 Example cases. We further introduce four built-in performance analysis passes and illustrate how to use PrmFlow’s low-level API to develop passes with graph algorithms on PAG and set operations.

A: Hotspot detection. Hotspot detection refers to identifying the code snippets with the highest value of specific metrics, such as total execution cycles, cache misses, and instruction count, etc. The most common hotspot detection is to identify the most time-consuming code snippets, whose specific metric is total execution cycles or execution time. As shown in Listing 3, a hotspot detection pass is built.

```
Listing 3. The implementation of hotspot detection pass

B: Performance differential analysis. Performance differential analysis refers to a comparison of program performance conducted under the independent variables of input data, parameters, or different executions. The comparison helps analysts understand the trend of performance as the input changes. The performance difference can be intuitively represented on a top-down view of PAG, and we leverage the graph difference to perform differential analysis.

The graph difference is performed on the top-down view of PAG. As shown in Figure 7, G1 and G2 are two PAGs with different inputs, and G1 is the graph difference between G1 and G2. The color saturation of vertices represents the severity of hotspots. We find that the color saturation of MPI_Reduce in G1 and G2 is not the highest, but it is the highest in G3, which means the performance of non-hotspot vertex MPI_Reduce varies significantly with different inputs. Vertices that behave like the MPIReduce are identified with performance issues through performance differential analysis. Graph difference intuitively shows the changes in performance between program runs with different inputs. We implement this pass in Listing 4.
```

```
Listing 4. The implementation of performance differential analysis pass
```

```
Listing 5. The implementation of the causal analysis pass
```

```
Listing 6. The implementation of contention detection pass
```

D: Contention detection. Contention refers to a conflict over a shared resource across processes or threads, which leads to a negative impact on the performance of processes or threads competing for the resource. It can cause several kinds of misbehavior, such as unwanted synchronization or periodicity, deadlock, livelock, and many more, which need expensive human efforts to be detected. We observe that misbehaviors have specific patterns on the parallel view of PAGs. Subgraph matching [57], which searches all embeddings of a subgraph query in a large graph, is leveraged to search these specific patterns on the PAGs and detect resource contention.

The contention detection pass determines whether resource contention exists in the vertices of input sets. The input of a contention detection pass is a set of vertices detected by the previous pass, while the outputs are the detected subgraph embeddings. We define a set of candidate
subgraphs to represent resource contention patterns. Then we identify resource contents by searching the embeddings of candidate subgraphs around the vertices of the input set. Listing 6 shows the implementation of the contention detection pass.

```
# Define a "contention detection" pass
# Input: Vertex set - V
# Output: Subgraph embeddings
def contention_detection(V):
    V_res = []
    # Build a candidate subgraph with contention pattern
    sub_pag = pflow.graph()
    sub_pag.add_edges([(1,"A"), (2,"B"), (3,"C"), (4,"D"), (5,"E")])
    sub_pag.add_edges([(1,3), (2,3), (3,4), (3,5)])
    # Execute subgraph matching algorithm
    V_ebd, E_ebd = pflow.subgraph_matching(V.pag, sub_pag)
    # Output : Subgraph embeddings
    return V_ebd, E_ebd
```

Listing 6. The implementation of the contention detection pass

### 4.4 Performance Analysis Paradigm

A performance analysis paradigm is a specific PerFlowGraph for an analysis task. We summarize several typical performance analysis approaches of existing tools [8, 31, 48, 56, 62] as built-in analysis paradigms, such as an MPI profiler paradigm (inspired by mpiP [62]), a critical path paradigm (inspired by the work of Böhme et al. [19] and Schmitt et al. [54]), and a scalability analysis paradigm (inspired by the work of Böhme et al. [18] and ScalAna [41]), etc.

![Figure 8](image.png)

**Figure 8.** The PerFlowGraph of the scalability analysis paradigm

We take the scalability analysis paradigm as an example to show how to implement a performance analysis paradigm. The scalability analysis task in [41] first detects code snippets with scaling loss and imbalance, then finds the complex dependence between the detected code snippets by a backtracking algorithm, and finally identifies the root causes of scaling loss. We decompose the scalability analysis task into multiple steps. Most of the steps can be completed with PerFlow’s built-in passes, and we only need to implement the backtracking step as a user-defined pass.

As shown in Figure 8, we build the PerFlowGraph of the scalability analysis paradigm, containing three built-in passes (differential analysis pass, hotspot detection pass, and imbalance analysis pass), a user-defined pass (backtracking analysis pass), a union operation, and a report module. Listing 7 shows the implementation of the scalability analysis paradigm, which consists of two parts: (1) Writing a backtracking analysis pass. We first write a backtracking analysis pass, which is not provided by our built-in pass library. As shown in Listing 7, this pass implements a backward traversal through communications, and control/data flow with several graph operation APIs, including neighbor acquisition (v.es at Line 13), edge filter (select at Line 13, 17, 20, and 22), attribute access (v[...]) at Line 15-16, 18-19), and source vertex acquisition (e.src at Line 25). (2) Building the PerFlowGraph of the scalability analysis paradigm. Then, we build a PerFlowGraph with built-in and user-defined passes. The differential analysis pass (Line 30) takes two executions (i.e., a small-scale run and a large-scale run) as input, and outputs all vertices with their scaling loss. Then the hotspot analysis pass (Line 31) outputs vertices with the poorest scalability, while the imbalance analysis pass (Line 32) outputs imbalanced vertices between different processes. The union operation (Line 33) merges two sets (outputs of the hotspot analysis pass and the imbalance analysis pass) as the input of the backtracking analysis pass.
(Line 34). Finally, the backtracking paths and the root causes of scalability are stored in \((V_{bt}, E_{bt})\) and reported (Line 36).

### 4.5 Usage of PerFlow

In summary, there are two main ways for developers to implement specific analysis tasks with PerFlow’s APIs: using paradigms and building PerFlowGraphs.

**Using Paradigms.** Developers can directly use built-in paradigms to obtain related performance analysis reports. An example that shows how to use a paradigm is given at Line 38-43 in Listing 7. We run a program with two process scales of 4 and 64, and directly input them into the scalability analysis paradigm.

**Building PerFlowGraphs.** PerFlow provides a built-in performance analysis pass library for building PerFlowGraphs. For scenarios where analysis tasks have already been designed, the example in Listing 7 has shown a complete process of implementation. For scenarios in which developers do not know what analysis to apply, PerFlow supports an interactive mode. It is advisable to first use a general built-in analysis pass, such as hotspot detection. The output of the previous pass will provide some insights to help determine or design the next passes. Then analysts can add other analysis passes into PerFlowGraph step by step. Finally, PerFlowGraphs are generated according to detailed analysis.

If built-in passes cannot satisfy the demands, developers need to write their own passes and combine these user-defined passes with other built-in passes to build PerFlowGraphs. Developers require some basic knowledge to write user-defined passes. The implementations of several passes have been introduced (four built-in passes in Section 4.3.2 and the backtracking analysis pass at Line 5-26 in Listing 7).

### 5 Evaluation

#### 5.1 Experimental Setup

**Experimental platforms.** We perform the experiments on two clusters: (1) Gorgon, a cluster with dual Intel Xeon E5-2670 (v3) and 100 Gbps 4xEDR Infiniband. (2) A national supercomputer Tianhe-2A. Each node of Tianhe-2A has two Intel Xeon E5-2692 (v2) processors (24 cores in total) and 64 GB memory. The Tianhe-2A supercomputer uses a customized high-speed interconnection network. PerFlow uses Dyninst (v10.1.0) [66] for static binary analysis, as well as PMPI wrapper, PAPI library (v5.4.3) [1], and libunwind library (v1.3.1) for dynamic data collection. The PAG is stored in a graph processing system igraph [24].

**Evaluated programs.** We use a variety of parallel programs to evaluate the efficiency and efficacy of PerFlow, including BT, CG, EP, FT, IS, LU, MG, and SP, from the widely used NPB benchmark suite (v3.3) [14], plus several real-world applications, ZeusMP [35], LAMMPS [13], and Vite [32]. For NPB programs, problem size CLASS C is used.

**Methodology.** In our evaluation, we first present both the static and runtime overhead, as well as the space cost of the hybrid static-dynamic analysis module (all evaluated programs run with 128 processes on gorgon.). Then we show basic features of the top-down view and the parallel view of PAGs for all evaluated programs (128 processes for the parallel view). Finally, we use three real-world applications to demonstrate the process of performing customized performance analysis with PerFlow. In addition, we compare the results of PerFlow with four state-of-the-art tools, mpiP (v3.5) [62], HPCToolkit (v2020.12) [8], Scalasca (v2.5) [31], and ScalAna [41], by studying the performance of ZeusMP. For HPCToolkit, we set the sampling frequency to 200 Hz, which is the same as PerFlow. For Scalasca, we first profile the program and determine where tracing is needed, which significantly reduces instrumentation overhead.

### 5.2 Overhead and PAG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>BT</th>
<th>CG</th>
<th>EP</th>
<th>FT</th>
<th>MG</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>LU</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>Vite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static(Sec.)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic(%)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space(B)</td>
<td>346K</td>
<td>57K</td>
<td>35K</td>
<td>215K</td>
<td>464K</td>
<td>449K</td>
<td>184K</td>
<td>1.6M</td>
<td>28K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Static analysis.** We first evaluate the cost of static analysis on the executable binaries. As shown in Table 1, the static analysis only incurs very low overhead (0.03 to 5.34 seconds, 0.77 seconds on average). For a software package with over 700K lines of code, LAMMPS, the static analysis costs only 5.34 seconds.

**Dynamic analysis.** For all programs, both PMU data and communication data are collected during dynamic analysis. The runtime performance overhead of dynamic analysis is 1.11% on average (0.03% to 3.73%), as shown in Table 1. The variance in dynamic overhead is caused by the different complexities of communication patterns. CG implements collective communications with three point-to-point communications, which makes its communication pattern more complicated. Thus, the runtime overhead of CG is much higher than that of other programs (3.73%).

**Space cost.** The space cost of PerFlow is the storage size of PAGs. Table 1 shows that the space costs for evaluated programs range from 28 Kilobytes to 22 Megabytes, and 2.5 Megabytes on average. The storage cost for the LAMMPS package is only 22 Megabytes.

**Basic features of PAG.** Table 2 shows the code size, the binary size, as well as the vertex and edge counts of both the top-down view and the parallel view of generated PAGs for all evaluated programs. The PAG of the program whose binary size is larger tends to have more vertices and edges.

#### 5.3 Case Study A: ZeusMP

We use PerFlow and four state-of-the-art tools, mpiP [62], HPCToolkit [8], Scalasca [31], and ScalAna [41] to study...
Table 2. Code size, binary size, and basic features of top-down view and parallel view of PAG for evaluated programs. |V| and |E| are the number of vertices and edges respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Code (KLoc)</th>
<th>Binary (Bytes)</th>
<th>Top-down view</th>
<th>Parallel view</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>490K</td>
<td>3,283</td>
<td>240,224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>97K</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>41,088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>60K</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>14,208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>222K</td>
<td>2,904</td>
<td>371,712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>270K</td>
<td>4,701</td>
<td>601,728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>357K</td>
<td>2,252</td>
<td>288,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>325K</td>
<td>1,566</td>
<td>200,448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>37K</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>41,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZeusMP</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>2.2M</td>
<td>11,981</td>
<td>1,533,568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMMPS</td>
<td>704.8</td>
<td>14.67M</td>
<td>85,230</td>
<td>9,099,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vite</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>2.8M</td>
<td>7,118</td>
<td>704.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the performance analysis of ZeusMP. ZeusMP implements a three-dimensional astrophysical phenomena simulation with computational fluid dynamics using an MPI programming model.

We run ZeusMP with a problem size of 256×256×256 for different numbers of processes ranging from 16 to 2,048 on the Tianhe-2A supercomputer. Experimental results show that the speedup of ZeusMP does not scale well on 2,048 processes, which is only 72.57× (16 processes as baseline).

Performance analysis with PerFlow. We use the scalability analysis paradigm in Figure 8 to analyze the scalability problems. PerFlow first runs ZeusMP with 16 and 2,048 processes. Figure 9 shows the output of the differential analysis pass. Loop, mpi_waitall_, mpi_allreduce_, vertices are detected with scaling loss. The output of the imbalance analysis pass is the imbalanced vertices, which are marked with black boxes in Figure 10. Then the backtracking analysis pass builds paths between these imbalanced vertices, which represent how the performance bugs propagate (shown as red bold arrows). Figure 10 shows partial results due to space limitations. Finally, the imbalanced process vertices of loop_10.1 in bvald_ and loop_1.1.1 in newdt_ are detected as the underlying reasons for ZeusMP’s poor scalability.

As shown in Listing 8, the load imbalance of loop_10.1 at bvald_F: 358 causes that some processes of mpi_waitall_ at newdt_F: 227 wait for others. The delays in these processes cause the waiting events of some processes of mpi_waitall_ at newdt_F: 269 and then propagate to mpi_waitall_ at newdt_F: 328. Finally, the synchronization in mpi_allreduce_ at newdt_F: 361 becomes a scaling issue. In conclusion, the load imbalance propagates through three non-blocking point-to-point communications and causes the poor scalability of mpi_allreduce_ and ZeusMP.

Comparison. We run ZeusMP with four state-of-the-art tools, mpiP, HPCToolkit, Scalasca, and ScalAna on both 16 and 2,048 processes. (1) mpiP generates statistical profiles, which present communication hotspots and other communication data, including message size, call count, and debug information, etc. In the report of mpiP, the mpi_allreduce_ in nudt_takes 0.06% and 7.93% of the total time on 16 and 2,048 processes, respectively. However, detecting the scaling loss of each communication call still needs significant human efforts. (2) HPCToolkit provides both fine-grained loop-level hotspots. In addition to hotspot analysis, HPCToolkit [65] can also detect multiple scalability issues in

Figure 10. Partial results of the backtracking analysis pass on the parallel view of ZeusMP’s PAG. The vertices with boxes are the output of the imbalance analysis pass, and red bold arrows represent the detected edges by the backtracking analysis pass.

Listing 8. ZeusMP code with performance bugs

361 becomes a scaling issue. In conclusion, the load imbalance propagates through three non-blocking point-to-point communications and causes the poor scalability of mpi_allreduce_ and ZeusMP.

Comparison. We run ZeusMP with four state-of-the-art tools, mpiP, HPCToolkit, Scalasca, and ScalAna on both 16 and 2,048 processes. (1) mpiP generates statistical profiles, which present communication hotspots and other communication data, including message size, call count, and debug information, etc. In the report of mpiP, the mpi_allreduce_ in nudt_takes 0.06% and 7.93% of the total time on 16 and 2,048 processes, respectively. However, detecting the scaling loss of each communication call still needs significant human efforts. (2) HPCToolkit provides both fine-grained loop-level hotspots. In addition to hotspot analysis, HPCToolkit [65] can also detect multiple scalability issues in
mpi_allreduce_ and mpi_waitall_. But the root cause of poor scalability and the underlying reasons cannot be easily obtained without performance analysis skills. (3) **Scalasca**, a tracing-based tool, can automatically detect root causes with event traces. The runtime overhead is 56.72% (not include I/O) and the storage cost is 57.64 Gigabytes on 128 processes for function-level event traces with human intervention, while PerFlow only incurs 1.56% runtime overhead and 2.4 Megabytes storage. (4) Besides, to implement the scalability analysis task with PerFlow, developers only need to write 27 lines of code with 7 high-level APIs and 5 low-level APIs (as shown in Listing 7). In contrast, the source code of ScalAna has thousands of lines.

**Optimization.** We fixed the root cause by changing ZeusMP into a hybrid MPI + OpenMP programming model. OpenMP #pragma on loop_1.1 at bUILD allows idle processors to share the workload of busy processors, which mitigates the load imbalance between processes. We also perform this optimization on other detected code snippets with load imbalance. With these optimizations, the speedup of ZeusMP increases from 72.57x to 77.71x on 2,048 processes (16 processes as baseline). Meanwhile, the performance of ZeusMP is improved by 6.91% on 2,048 processes.

### 5.4 Case Study B: LAMMPS

LAMMPS is an open-source software package for large-scale molecular dynamics simulation. It is implemented with the hybrid MPI + OpenMP programming model. We run LAMMPS with 6,912,000 atoms and 2,048 processes (in. cl-o-c. static as an input) on the Tianhe-2A supercomputer. With simple profiling, we notice that the total communication time is up to 28.91%. In order to analyze the performance issue of LAMMPS, we design a PerFlowGraph in Figure 11. The PerFlowGraph detects imbalanced vertices and performs causal analysis repeatedly until the output set no longer changes, and we identify the outputs as the root causes.

**Performance analysis with PerFlow.** After running the program, a PAG is generated. Passing through the hotspot detection pass and the communication filter, MPI_Send and MPI_Wait are detected as communication hotspots with 7.70% and 7.42% of the total time. The imbalance analysis pass detects that some processes of MPI_Send and MPI_Wait are imbalanced vertices with longer execution time. As shown in Figure 12 (We only show a partial parallel view of the PAG due to space limitations), the top-down vertical axis represents the data flow, and the horizontal axis represents different parallel processes. The vertices with boxes are imbalanced MPI_Send and MPI_Wait calls. The output of the causal analysis pass indicates that the long execution time of MPI_Send and MPI_Wait in CommBrick:::reverse_comm (comm_brick.cpp: 544, 547) is caused by loop_1.1 in PairLJ-Cut:::compute (pair_lj_cut.cpp: 102-137). Figure 12 shows the result of causal analysis. The paths consisting of bold edges are causal relationships, which shows how performance bugs in loop_1.1 propagate to MPI_Send and MPI_Wait. The cause is that process 0, 1, and MPI_Send and MPI_Wait are secondary bugs, which means that our optimization target is to make loop_1.1 more balance. We add balance commands into the input file to adjust the size and shape of sub-domains of processes every 250 steps during simulation. With the optimization, the performance improves significantly from 118.89 timesteps/s to 134.54 timesteps/s (improved by 13.77%) on 2,048 processes.

### 5.5 Case Study C: Vite

Vite implements the distributed memory Louvain method for graph community detection using the MPI + OpenMP programming models. We evaluate its performance on a weighted graph with 600,000 vertices and 11,520,982 edges with 8 processes and different numbers of threads per process ranging from 2 to 8 on gorgon. As shown in Figure 13, the red dotted line represents the execution time of the original version of Vite. We observe that Vite has extremely poor scalability as the number of threads grows.

**Listing 9.** LAMMPS code with performance bugs
time on 8 threads is even longer than that on 2 threads. As shown in Figure 14, we design a PerFlowGraph, which sets up different branches for comprehensive diagnosis, to detect the performance issues of Vite.

![Figure 13. Scalability of Vite with 8 processes and different numbers of threads ranging from 2 to 8](image)

**Performance analysis with PerFlow.** PerFlow first runs Vite with 2 and 8 threads on 8 processes, and two PAGs are generated. Figure 15(a) shows a partial output of the hotspot detection pass. The darker the color of a vertex is, the longer the execution time of its corresponding code snippet. We notice that there exist dozens of hotspots, including several operations of _Hashtable. The output of the differential analysis pass is shown in Figure 15(b), from which we detect that _M_realloc_insert calls in distExecuteLouvainIteration have scalability issues. The report after the causal analysis presents that the _M_realloc_insert vertices themselves, and _M_emplace vertices are detected as the root causes. As shown in Figure 16, the contention detection pass searches for resource contention around the detected _M_realloc_insert vertices. The vertical direction from top to down represents the control/data flow, and the horizontal direction represents different parallel processes and threads. Each vertex stands for a code snippet in a thread or a process. We hide irrelevant inter-process and inter-thread edges to simplify the parallel view of PAG for better representation. The complete parallel view of PAG is much more complex. Subgraphs in red circles are detected embeddings of the resource contention pattern in different processes and code snippets.

In a zoomed-in subgraph, it can be seen that resource contention exists in allocate, reallocate, and deallocate (called by _M_realloc_insert, and _M_emplace). We find that the reason for resource contention is that memory allocation operations are thread-unsafe. When a thread allocates memory, an implicit lock is needed before the operation is performed. These locks lead to resource contention in memory allocation vertices, thus causing performance degradation and scalability issues as the number of threads grows.

![Figure 14. PerFlowGraph designed for performance analysis on Vite](image)

![Figure 15. The output of different passes](image)

![Figure 16. A partial output of the contention detection pass on the parallel view of Vite’s PAG](image)

### 6 Related Work

**Performance tools.** Existing tools are either based on profiling or tracing. (1) Profiling-based tools collect performance data with very low overhead. MpiP [62] is a lightweight profiling library, which provides statistical performance data for MPI functions. HPCToolkit [8], GProf [33], and VTune [52]...
are all lightweight profilers for general applications and architectures. Arm MAP [39] and CrayPat [43] are a performance analysis tools specially designed for ARM and Cray X1 platform, respectively. (2) Tracing-based tools collect rich information for in-depth analysis [15]. Based on Score-P [4], TAU [5, 56], Vampir [6, 48], and Scalasca [3, 31] provide visualization for generated trace data and provide direct insights. Paraver [2, 45, 55] is a trace-based performance analyzer, which brings great flexibility for data collection and analysis.

**Performance analysis.** To satisfy the demands of different scenarios, researchers have made great efforts in presenting specific in-depth analysis. Böhme et al. [18] propose an approach to identify the root cause of imbalance by replaying event traces forward and backward. To identify the root cause of bugs, Kairux [71] constructs the longest common prefix of failure and non-failure execution sequence. Tallent et al. [60] propose a light-weight detection technique focusing on lock contention. Böhme et al. [19] and Schmitt et al. [54] detect performance bugs by critical path analysis. Load imbalance analysis [20, 30, 59], critical path analysis [19, 54], and other approaches [21, 27, 68] have been proposed to detect performance bugs.

**Graph-based analysis.** STAT [12] designs a 3D-Trace/Space/Time Call Graph with stack traces for large-scale program debugging. CYPRESS [69] and ScalAna [41] generate graphs with program structure and runtime data for communication trace compression and scaling loss detection. wPerf [73] uses a wait-for graph with thread-level waiting events to identify bottlenecks. Spindle [64] builds a Memory-centric Control Flow Graph for efficient memory access monitoring. PROGRAML [26] represents programs as directed multigraphs and leverages deep learning models for further analysis. Besides, many graph-based analysis approaches are presented for data processing, such as Canopy [42], Dapper [58], X-Trace [29], etc. [34]. These works use graphs to detect information hidden by complex program structures and dependence on traces and profiles.

**Dataflow-based programming.** There are many frameworks that use dataflow [25] as programming abstraction. TensorFlow [7] uses a dataflow graph to represent machine learning applications. TVM [23], TensorRT [61], PyTorch [49], and Ansolr [72] use rule-based strategies to transform dataflow graphs for optimization, while TASO [40] and PET [63] support automatic optimization strategy selection. Dace [16] builds stateful dataflow multigraphs as a unified IR for a program. Theano [9] provides a Python framework that allows users to define mathematical expressions. MapReduce [28] eases data processing with two functions, map and reduce. The dataflow-based Dryad graph [38] is proposed for developing large distributed and concurrent applications. The PerFlowGraph is inspired by the above works.

## 7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present PerFlow, a domain specific programming framework for easing the implementation of in-depth performance analysis tasks. PerFlow provides a dataflow-based programming abstraction, which allows developers to develop customized performance analysis tasks by describing the analysis process as a PerFlowGraph with built-in or user-defined passes. We first propose a Program Abstraction Graph (PAG) to represent the performance of parallel programs, and then build passes with graph operations and algorithms. We also provide some paradigms, which are the specific combinations of passes, for some general and common analysis tasks. Besides, PerFlow provides easy-to-use Python APIs for programming. We evaluate PerFlow with both benchmarks and real-world applications. Experimental results show that PerFlow can effectively ease the implementation of performance analysis and provide insightful guidance for optimization.
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A Artifact Evaluation Instruction

A.1 Access
Scripts of experiments in this paper are available at https://github.com/thu-pacman/PerFlow.

A.2 Prerequisites
PerFlow is dependent on:

- Dyninst: https://github.com/dyninst/dyninst
- Boost: Boost will be installed automatically with Dyninst.
- PAPI: https://bitbucket.org/icl/papi/src/master/
- igraph: https://github.com/igraph/igraph
- cmake: version >= 3.16

Dyninst and PAPI need to be pre-installed. igraph has been integrated into PerFlow as submodule. Use the following command to download igraph.

git submodule update --init

There are two ways to build PerFlow. One is to build dependencies with source files and specify their directories when building PerFlow, the other is to use spack to build these dependencies.

A.2.1 Building dependencies with source files. After building dependencies, use the following command to install PerFlow.

```bash
mkdir build && cd build && cmake ..
```

```bash
cmake .. -DBOOST_ROOT=/path_to_your_boost_install_dir -DDyninst_DIR=/path_to_your_dyninst_install_dir/lib/cmake/Dyninst

# Make sure that there exists `DyninstConfig.cmake` in /path_to_your_dyninst_install_dir/lib/cmake/Dyninst,
# and there exist `include` and `lib` in /path_to_your_papi_install_dir and /path_to_your_boost_install_dir.
```

Note that if Dyninst is built with source files, the Boost will be downloaded and installed automatically in the install directory of Dyninst.

A.2.2 Building dependencies with spack. The recommended way to build Dyninst (with Boost) and PAPI is to use spack (https://github.com/spack/spack). First use the following commands to install and load dependencies.

```bash
spack install dyninst # boost will be installed at the same time
spack install papi
spack load dyninst # boost will be loaded at the same time
spack load papi
```

Then use the following command to build PerFlow.

```bash
mkdir build && cd build && cmake ..
```

A.3 Using PerFlow

PerFlow provides built-in analysis passes and paradigms, as well as low-level APIs for developers. An MPI profiler paradigm and a critical path detection task are used to show how to use PerFlow.

A.3.1 MPI profiler. The MPI profiler paradigm is a built-in analysis paradigm. For evaluation, it is performed on an MPI program NPB-CG (CLASS=B and 8 processes).

Use the following command to perform the MPI profiler paradigm.

```bash
cd build/example/AE/model_validation
python3 ./model_validation.py # python3
```

A.3.2 Critical path detection. To implement the critical path detection task, a user-defined pass is written with PerFlow’s low-level APIs. For evaluation, this task is performed on a multi-threaded micro-benchmark (a PTthreads program).

Use the following command to perform the critical path detection task.

```bash
cd build/example/AE/pass_validation
python3 ./pass_validation.py # python3
```